Media Log 2011

Radio/TV Interviews

4/21/2011
KBOO.FM Radio – The Birth of Evasion: A Year Later BP is Still Dodging the Truth
http://kboo.fm/node/28088
Features interview with John Amos and image by SkyTruth on webpage

Print News/Websites

4/4/2011
Southern Studies.org – News Aerial Images Deepen Concerns About Gulf Seafood Safety
Mentions SkyTruth’s blog of 3/30

Firedoglake.com – Sunday Late Night – Transocean CEO Has No Shame
http://firedoglake.com/2011/04/03/sunday-late-night-transocean-ceo-has-no-shame/
Features image by SkyTruth

4/5/2011
Daily Kos.com – They’re Back, BP Set To Resume Spilling In The Gulf
Mentions SkyTruth’s blog of 3/10

4/8/2011
A Skeptical Survivalist.tumblr.com – SkyTruth: Coast Guard Tests “Conclusively” Point to Anglo-Suisse Well for Latest Gulf Spill
http://skepticalsurvivalist.tumblr.com/post/4140287577/skytruth-coast-guard-tests-conclusively-point-to
Features first half of SkyTruth’s blog of 3/25

4/13/2011
Treehugger.com - BP Gulf Oil Spill Cheat Sheet: A Timeline of Unfortunate Events
Mentions SkyTruth’s estimates on the actual amount of oil spilled from the BP tragedy
4/15/2011
Washington Post.com – When it Comes To Offshore Drilling, Still Treading in Deep Water
Mentions SkyTruth’s estimates of recent Anglo-Suisse oil spill:
“Looking at satellite photos, John Amos, a geologist who runs a blog called Sky Truth, calculated that the slick was not four gallons but no less than 640,728 gallons.”

4/17/2011
Alabama Press Register.com – Oil Companies making unrealistic projections about spill-fighting abilities, review suggests
Features interview with John Amos

4/19/2011
Huffington Post.com - Nil, Baby, Nil: Congress Fails To Pass A Single Oil Spill Law
Features quote from John Amos

4/20/2011
World Socialist Website – One Year Since the BP Oil Spill: Covering Up a Catastrophe
Mentions SkyTruth’s estimates of the BP spill.

4/21/11
Nature.com – Oil spills underreported in Mexican Gulf
Features interview with John Amos

Scientific American.com – Oil spills underreported in Mexican Gulf
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=oil-spills-underreported-in-gulf
Reprint of Nature.com’s interview with John Amos
4/22/2011
YubaNet.com – Groups Launch Gulf of Mexico Monitoring Consortium
Repost of SkyTruth’s Press Release of 4/19

4/29/2011
Wired.com – Gulf Oil Shouldn’t Spill Beneath the Radar
http://www.wired.com/wiredscience/2011/04/satellites-gulf-oil-spills/
Features interview with John Amos

Blogs

4/1/2011
Divebuddy.com – New 640,728 Gallon Oil Spill in the Gulf?
Discusses SkyTruth’s blog of 3/28 with a great quote:
“If we were betting folks in a contest between the government, who should be minding oil in the Gulf, and Sky Truth we would go with Sky Truth.”

4/2/2011
BPOilslick.com – Watchdog Analysis Suggest Recent Gulf Oil Spill Was Major
Discusses SkyTruth’s blog of 3/28 with a link to our blog posts

Switchboard National Resources Defense Council – Sea Turtle Deaths Mount in the Gulf
http://switchboard.nrdc.org/blogs/rkistner/sea_turtles_continue_to_wash.html
Mentions SkyTruth’s blog of 3/28

BP Oil Slick.com – New Aerial Images Deepen Concerns About Gulf Seafood Safety
Mentions SkyTruth’s blog of 3/30

4/20/11
BP Oil Slick.com – SkyTruth, SouthWings and Waterkeeper Alliance Launch Gulf of Mexico Monitoring Consortium
Repost of SkyTruth’s Press Release of 4/19
4/21/2011
The Locust-Fork News Journal – On BP Oil Disaster Anniversary, Key Groups Launch Gulf Monitoring Consortium
http://blog.locustfork.net/2011/04/on-bp-oil-disaster-anniversary-key-groups-launch-gulf-monitoring-consortium/
Repost of SkyTruth’s Press Release of 4/19

Web Aggregators

4/12/2011
Pingerati.net
http://links.pingerati.net/blogs/blog.skytruth.org%2F
Features link to SkyTruth’s blog page

4/22/2011
Oneclick.Indiatime.com - Oil spills underreported in Mexican Gulf
http://oneclick.indiatimes.com/quote/031C76I5GqgLK
Features quotes from and various links to SkyTruth’s interview with Nature.com